nise the importance of seams
be made, or where potential

state of relative equilibrium. Made up of earth, fire, water, and
air, we were an element among the rest – an element in fusion.
Today, the sense of selfhood is transformed by the recognition
that the very substance of the self is interconnected not only
with biological but also with economic and industrial systems.
Oxygen tanks are attached to both space suits and wet suits.

I suggest it is in everyone's best interests to recogandscarsinmarkingplaceswhereinterventionscan
can be found and acted upon.
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The space of outer space is the opposite of the space of the
architect, because it is a space that humans
cannot
actually encounter without dying, and so
must enter exclusively through a dependence on
technology.
The crushed cabin of the spaceship, like some
bizarre vehicle modified for an
extreme cripple, is
the perfect module for all
the quickening futures
of our lives. One giant,
luxurious spaceship. Eventually the spaceship
will become a sarcophagus,
and the containment of the body will be brought
to its logical
conclusion.
The
When
along

1
2
3
4
5
6

text expands upon some of the thoughts presented in the video essay
You Moved (2014), written together with Elvia Wilk and featured in excerpts
the way.
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Server Closet
Rasmus Svensson
As soon as possible. Aiming for Finland, The Netherlands,
or Australia. / Only idiots stay in Sweden / I will defi
nitely get out. The question is which countries can offer
a good future. / What do you think: Denmark? Finland?
Switzerland? Poland? Hungary? Malta? Australia? /
Are there any other countries except Norway that have
a chance of managing future pension payments? / I’ll
wait and see how Sweden looks in 2020. I want to see the
results of the elections in 2014 and 2018. If it gets worse
I’ll move to another country and learn to live according
to their laws and culture. / Åland, Norway, Finland, or
Denmark (in order of preference). Sweden is fucked up.
I’ll move as soon as both my parents are dead and I have
nothing to keep me here. / Is it not hypocrisy to look
down on immigrants but want to leave the country? Most
people who come here have escaped infinitely worse situ
ations. / What’s your point? That you become a immigrant
if you emigrate? So? / LOL, yeah why don’t you move to
a country that doesn’t accept any immigrants. / There is a
difference between immigrants and immigrants. Immigrant
is a word that includes everyone who emigrates for dif
ferent reasons to all kinds of countries, some are failures
who can’t contribute to society, break the law etc. But that
is equally true for Swedes who emigrate and for Somalis
coming to Sweden. / I would be the immigrant who I wish
the immigrants coming to Sweden were. / But the welfare
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you talk of is financed by taxes, which is what you want to
avoid. You didn’t want that kind of welfare to be wasted
on immigrants, so you shouldn’t get it when you are an
immigrant either, right? / You seem to confuse a papercitizen with a real citizen. The Swede will always be white,
no matter how many citizenship-papers you marxists
throw around. / I don’t want to get to know people who
have completely different values and points of views than
me. And neither do you. / I am moving to
Turkey
because I’m fed up with this fucking
country. /
Social refugee are despised on this
forum as
they don’t flee famine or war but
only social dif
ficulties… / My country doesn’t
need saving, you
fucking idiot. I am a descend
ant of workforce
immigration you igno
rant asshole. We came
to work, nothing else,
and have served Sweden
well. I am in Sweden
because my parents saw a
country of oppor
tunities where you could make
riches out of
ashes (as we did). / No, Iranians do
not have a
right to come here, but perhaps you
think
that the whole world is welcome? Why
not all
of Africa as well, where people are starving,
and Bangladesh, Afghanistan, parts of India? In Europe
we have free movement and therefore we have the right to
relocate. Many developed countries are happy to welcome
people like me with competence in my field and a good
education, but why would they welcome somebody who
can not even read? What is in it for them? / If you move
to a country and live of your own assets you can do exactly
what you want. If Hassan from Arabia buys a flat in

Stockholm and lives off his wealth, he can choose himself
if he wants to learn Swedish or eat Swedish food. And if
Hassan also gets a private health insurance, like many
immigrant Swedes do, he will be a net gain for the
country. / One way of hastening the collapse is to move
out, thereby shrinking the tax base that keeps the system
alive. Another way to increase the pressure on the system
is to work on the black market or quit your job and go on
welfare. The latter is a big personal sacrifice as it will ruin
you career. / Is anybody asking the 12 year-old who was
moved here because his/her parents were killed by Swedish
land mines? No. / BTW, I am Swedish and don’t know any
Turkish people. / Leaving soon. Can’t stand this shithole. /
When my daughters have finished high school and are on
the right track in Life. Then I leave for southeast Asia.
Live there in the winter. In the summer in a cottage. A hut
without electricity. Will be nice. / Abroad there are many
things that Swedes don’t like. Heat, beggars, sick dogs
in the streets, foreigners, annoying cops, military who go
around on trucks and point guns at people, jokers and
gypsies who want to play cards or tell your fortune, people
without legs who don’t have wheelchairs and roll round
on skateboards, dirty water, no water, etc. / But at the
moment, when a country lets you in it has lost its protec
tive shell and is thus running the same risk of decadence
that Sweden does. We’ll have to hope that this country
expels immigrants for the smallest reason, so that you and
your family are deported back to Sweden as soon as you
get caught for speeding or your kids get caught shoplift
ing in the new country. / There is AC everywhere and on
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a physical level the body adapts after a couple of months
and it becomes easier to handle the heat. / I am not racist
either, but I have the same thoughts as you. I will see how
the elections in -14 and -18 play out. Then I will probably
become an immigrant in some other country too. / OP, as
your views are so un-Swedish it is better if you just leave. /
Typical Swedish way of thinking. No spine, a little pathetic
rat who is afraid of conflicts and afraid to fight for his
country. As an immigrant I am embarrassed
for you
and hope that you don’t reproduce (for
the sake
of Sweden of course). / The mistake
you immi
grants make is to think that Swedes
give a fuck
about Sweden. We don’t. Most of
us hate this cold
communist country where
you pay 70% of your
income in taxes and would
love to be able emigrate
to a better country like
the USA. / Switzerland
has a good climate,
right? Thinking of Switzerland
more and more,
seems to be a reasonable country. /
This just
strengthens my opinion that the
people who
ran off to the USA in the 19th century
were
the genetic refuse of Sweden, too scared
and too
weak to change anything. Unfortunately eve
ryone seems to think the opposite: you are brave if you get
on a boat for five weeks and build a shed on the plains of
Oklahoma. / Hanging around the Swedish church although
they aren’t Christian, always shopping at IKEA, etc. You
would know this if you’d lived abroad for any period of
time. / Do you think OP [original poster] seems manly and
strong? Or do you think he seems to be a coward, like
a beaten woman who is too afraid to report her abuser? /

Places that are tempting right now are Finland, Switzerland,
New Zealand, and Norway. Argentina is also interesting if
it becomes more economically stable and the standard of
living goes up. / I am a bit OT [off topic] but as a response
to OP; I am born in Sweden but have no “homeland.” I
am not Kurdish, another minority that is imprisoned and
executed in Iran/Pakistan. So if I don’t have a “homeland”
but was born in Sweden (love Sweden, have no problem
getting a job, have education and run a startup), where am
I supposed to go if I leave Sweden? Wherever I go I am
not “at home.” In Sweden I am considered a foreigner and
if I go to the place my parents come from there is a big
risk of being thrown in jail. / They were grateful, respectful,
good workers. / I am opposed to national borders and want
human rights to be valued higher than profit. / You are
a parasite. You buy into a borderless, rootless worldview
and don’t give a fuck what happens to your people, nation,
and culture. / LOL idiots. / HAHA you are so funny, closet
racists. Sitting in your comfy chairs talking shit behind a
screen. Yeah we can all do that. /
Translated and edited from Swedish by Rasmus Svensson. From the thread
“When will you leave Sweden?” http://www.flashback.org/t2163881
Words by Blondins, deadset, falafel111, ArchJew, FatCharlie, MrWalros,
GeorgVonRosen, Krigsris, powermonger, RagnarLodbrok, GoMute, OutOfIdeas,
JBugster, Alex-SWE, Mockspock, MaxentiusDecius, El Capitano, Ghandi_II,
PG-k, Ippskiff, imperatrix, AbrahamLincoln, pikespeak11, Robur, xertion,
LondonGrad, messier11
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